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‘Once a Dragon, Always a Dragon’

Submitted photo

LEFT TO RIGHT: Terry Smith, Sharry Nelson, Rod Amundson, Sue Geary, Gail Jellison, Dave Jellison, Queen Karen, Laura Baugh, David Atchison, Tom Quigley, Nancy Haight and Dave Holtgard.

Knutson was crowned Homecoming Queen of Moorhead State College High School on Sept. 16, 1965, in Weld Auditorium. Queen Karen is
Karen
shown here with her attendants and their escorts. The 1965 MSC High Homecoming court is featured to honor MSUM’s 125th anniversary. More
Homecoming coverage and a full list of this week’s events can be found on page 4.

Presidential search Mentorship program now offered
begins October 1
somewhere on campus. MnSCU
Chancellor Steven Rosenstone will
also be in town for the day. Unlike
other MSUM employee searches,
presidential searches are directed
from the system office. The search
committee’s goal will be to conduct
airport interviews with candidates in
December, before inviting several
finalists to campus in January for
further interviews, said interim
chief human resource officer Donna
Brown.
Per MnSCU policy, search
committees evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of all the finalists,
and then the chancellor recommends
one candidate to the Board of
Trustees.
Details about the committee’s

Pettinger said. “What target group
of students should we utilize, and
what kind of support can I provide?
The School of Business is now
So we can kind of define the
offering a mentorship program to
parameters and make sure that it is
help students make the transition
an ideal program for as many people
from college to the business
as possible.”
world. In its preliminary stages,
The mentors will serve as a
the program was offered to honor
resource to students for all questions
students this semester, with plans
and concerns they have regarding
to expand to
specific jobs,
upperclassmen
career paths,
“School is really hard, and it’s scary to take that next step. c o r p o r a t e
students in the
So this (mentor) is someone to walk along side of a little bit” cultures and
spring.
The idea was
- Jane Pettinger, head of the mentorship program
industries.
proposed
in
They
will
order to create
share
the
collaborative relationships between before offering it to students for knowledge and wisdom they have
experienced professionals and credit.
acquired throughout the years.
upper-level students in the school of
“Probably three or four times I
In December 2010, a similar
business.
am going to meet with the students mentorship program was proposed
Jane Pettinger, head of the as a group and say, ‘OK, what works and carried out campuswide for two
mentorship program has recruited well with this and what doesn’t?’” semesters. This particular program

SEARCH, BACK PAGE

MENTOR PROGRAM, BACK PAGE

BY MEREDITH WATHNE
wathneme@mnstate.edu

BY BRYCE HAUGEN
haugenbr@mnstate.edu

When
Edna
Szymanski
introduced herself as president
Thursday, she noted it was only “for
284 more days.”
At the monthly meeting between
MSUM leadership and the faculty
union, human resources officials
offered the crowd of about 70
professors and administrators some
of the first details about the search
for her replacement. Szymanski’s
last day is June 30.
Richard Hanson, president of
Bemidji State University and
Northwest Technical College, will
lead the search committee, which
will have its first meeting Oct. 1
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several MSUM alumni to
participate as mentors and currently
has 14 students matched up with
professionals in the area ranging
from CEOs and CFOs to CPAs. She
said that reasoning behind offering
the program only to honor students
this term was to decipher what
works and what doesn’t, and where
the program should be tweaked

PROFESSOR SCHOOLS
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PAGE 11
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Briefs
C

ampus
alendar

9.24 - 9.29

9.24 4:30 p.m. McGrath
Writers Series, CMU
101
9.25 2:30 p.m. “Using Your
Strengths,” MA 0165
7:30 p.m. Herman
Boone, Hansen Theatre
9.26 3 p.m. Bob Mikkelson,
CA 105
7 p.m. Johnny Holm
Band Concert, CMU
Ballroom
9.28 9 a.m. Color Me Rad
run
2 p.m. Football vs.
Concordia St. Paul
9.29 1 p.m. Soccer vs.
Concordia St. Paul
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Security Update

World News

MSUM Briefs

Kenya death toll reaches 68
The death toll in Kenya’s
deadly hostage situation reached
68 on Sunday, while more than
175 were wounded. By the
afternoon, rescuers had freed
1,000 hostages, but roughly 30
remained inside Nairobi’s luxury
Westgate shopping mall. Gunmen
from the al Qaeda Somali terror
group, al Shabaab, burst into
the shopping mall Saturday and
allegedly told Muslims to leave
and then began shooting, with
the bodies of the dead remaining
in place for hours afterward. The
assault is the biggest terrorist
attack by al Shabaab since the
bombing of the U.S. embassy in
Nairobi in 1998 when more than
200 people were killed.

Correction: Wrong name
In last week’s Advocate, we
printed a story featuring Miss
Moorhead, Maren Goff. In the
article, her last name was misspelled.
We apologize for the error.

Obama: ‘Go back at’ gun
control fight
President Obama, on Saturday
night, said it’s time to “go back
at it” to find crack down on gun
control after deadly shootings at
the Washington Navy Yard and in
Chicago. “We fought a good fight
earlier this year, but we came up
short, and that means we’ve got
to get back up and go back at it,”
Obama told the Congressional
Black Caucus, to applause.
Obama had made gun control
a priority after the Newtown
shooting in December killed
20 children, but Congress had
rejected his proposal to restrict
certain types of guns and require
more background checks. Since
then, gun control has largely
slipped out of the president’s
public agenda.
Rihanna’s tweets lead to
poaching arrests
This could be the strangest
thing to ever come out of
Rihanna’s Instagram and Twitter
accounts. Thai police announced
Sunday that they had arrested two
poachers after Rihanna posted
a photo on Instagram with local
protected species. Rihanna posted
a link on Friday on Twitter to an
Instagram photo that showed her
with a furry primate called the
slow loris, captioning it “Look
who was talkin’ dirty to me!”
Authorities in Phuket apparently
were on the heroic task of sorting
through Rihanna’s social media,
and then found and arrested a
20-year-old man and 16-year-old
boy for exploiting the protected
species for use in tourist photos.
Miley Twerks With Little
Person
Miley Cyrus clearly does
not want anyone to feel sorry
for her breakup. The singer
had a little person accompany
her while she performed (and
twerked) “Wrecking Ball” at the
iHeartRadio festival in Las Vegas
on Saturday. Surrounded by giant
mushrooms, Cyrus slapped the
woman’s butt as she twerked. Oh
Miley, there are less offensive
ways to get attention.
World news from dailybeast.com

Mass communications department
to host alumni Homecoming
reception
MSUM mass communications
students, faculty and alumni
are invited to share in a day
of celebration of MSUM’s
125th anniversary. The mass
communications department will
host an alumni Homecoming
reception from 2:30 to 4:30
p.m. on Friday in the mass
communications lounge, MacLean
262. The event will feature
Distinguished Alumni Award
recipient Bob Mikkelson and a
MSUM mass communications
history display.
“This event presents a great
opportunity for both students
and alumni to broaden their
professional
networks
and
celebrate the pride and history of
MSUM mass communications,”
said Kelly Falk, director of
Positive Reactions, the student PR
firm.
Open invitation to participate
in a small group and structured
self-defense program
Rape Aggression
Defense
(RAD) is a nationally recognized
self-defense program that teaches
women to recognize, avoid and
defend themselves from being
physically attacked. RAD is a
combination of simple, effective
physical techniques specifically
designed for females along with
mental and emotional awareness
and preparation.
MSUM Public Safety is paying
all of the related costs of this
program as a commitment to
the university community. This
program is open only to female
faculty, staff and students. Special
skills or ability are not necessary
for the training. Participants are
asked to bring a positive attitude,
a willingness to learn and a
commitment to defending one’s
self.
The training will be conveniently
and privately held on the MSUM
campus. They currently have
openings for 13 participants. Email
baetsch@mnstate.edu to confirm
attendance or with any questions
or fears before committing to the
program.
Herman Boone to speak on
Wednesday
Herman Boone, whose name was
made known in the popular Disney
film, “Remember the Titans,” will
be at MSUM on Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. in the Hansen Theatre.
Herman Boone is now retired but
continues to motivate and inspire
audiences with presentations on
respect, teamwork, community
involvement and the importance of
character.

Director of Public Safety

Greg Lemke
9.13
Alcohol found in G-7 Lot,
disposed of by Public Safety
Requested welfare check in
South Snarr, unable to make
contact
9.14
Alcohol
violation
near
Wellness Center, one cited by
Moorhead Police for minor
consuming, referred to Campus
Judicial
Alcohol violation in Nelson,
one cited by Moorhead Police
for minor consuming, referred
to Campus Judicial
Elevator emergency in South
Snarr, two individuals stuck
between floors-able to climb
out,
Housing/Maintenance
contacted to repair elevator
9.15
Alcohol found in G-2 Lot,
disposed of by Public Safety
9.16
Medical at Hendrix Health
Center, one female transported
by FM ambulance to local
hospital
Fire

alarm

in

Grier,

Moorhead Fire Department
responded, false-mechanical
Marijuana odor complaint in
Nelson, unable to locate source
9.17
Smoking violation in G-2 Lot
Auto boot placed on vehicle in
G-7 Lot for outstanding citations
Requested welfare check
in East Snarr, one male
transported by FM ambulance
to local hospital
East Snarr - one referred to
Campus Judicial for having a
cat in their room
9.18
Auto boot placed on vehicle
in G-7 Lot for outstanding
citations
Marijuana odor complaint in
Nelson, unable to locate source
9.19
Auto boot placed on vehicle
in D-1 Lot for outstanding
citations
Fire alarm in Nelson,
Moorhead Fire Department
responded, false-burnt food

Safety Tip of the week
Theft from Vehicles
An experienced burglar can get into a car in less than a minute.
Avoid becoming a victim by locking valuable items in the trunk
of your vehicle, taking them inside with you or concealing them.
This includes such things as cell phones, laptop computers, stereo
equipment, cameras, hunting and fishing gear, inline skates,
expensive clothing and textbooks. Be aware of and report any
suspicious behavior in parking lots, such as a person looking into
the windows of parked cars to Public Safety.

To report a problem contact Public Safety at 218.477.2449

Hiring Hockey Coaches

For the 2013-14 season.
All levels of coaches are needed.
Fill out application online at: www.fargohockey.org

JC CHUMLEYS
in Moorhead is hiring kitchen staff and bartenders immediately.
Kitchen pay is based on experience - Full & Part time available
2-3 years experience for bartenders is preferred
Apply within at JC CHUMLEYS in Moorhead
The McGrath Visiting Writers
Series kicks off with Alan
DeNiro
Alan DeNiro, author of the
short story collection “Skinny
Dipping in the Lake of the Dead,”
and the novel “Total Oblivion,
More or Less,” will be at MSUM
today at 4:30 p.m. in CMU 101
to kick off the McGrath Visiting
Writers Series.

Freshmen and sophomores
are encouraged to fill out their
Map-Works surveys
Students still have time to fill
out their Map-Works surveys as
the deadline is not until Oct. 1.
Students recieved a link to the
survey in their mnstate email on
Sept. 11.
Those who finish their survey
will be eligible for prizes.

MSUM briefs from Dragon Digest and submitted at advocate@mnstate.edu
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A&E

First show of fall theater season provides a challenge
for MSUM actors, tells a story that hits close to home
BY ELLEN ROSSOW
rossowel@mnstate.edu

Every day, people are ridiculed for their differences.
These differences can be found in the color of one’s skin,
the way someone talks, the social status of a person or, of
course, a person’s sexuality.
This fall, the MSUM theatre department will be
performing a piece entitled, “The Laramie Project,” which
addresses this issue in a unique way.
“The Laramie Project” tells the true story of the
community of Laramie, Wyo., after the tragic death of a
young man, Matthew Shepard, who was murdered because
of his sexuality.
The play was constructed based on interviews from
actual citizens of Laramie in the weeks following
Shepard’s death. It is for this reason that the play is unique.
Patrick Carriere, theatre department faculty member and
director of “The Laramie Project,” believes that while the
subject matter is quite intense, the piece is important to
see.
“It is about uncovering and revealing the attitudes,
opinions and assumptions that people throughout
communities have around issues of sexuality and identity,”
Carriere said. “I think it is very important to see how
people react to this situation because it reveals a lot about
it.”
Michael Johnson, a senior majoring in theatre, is cast
in the show and agrees that it is an important piece for
anyone to see.
“The show focuses on telling a story. It doesn’t focus on
drubbing a message over your head, which I think makes
it that much more powerful,” he said.
“The Laramie Project” not only has intense subject
matter, but it also is a challenge for the actors involved.
“One of the great challenges of the show is that people
have to embody real living people - not people who have

lived - people who are living right now,” Johnson said. “As
an actor you have to change from character to character
and have the audience recognize that change without
making it a cartoon.”
Carriere agrees that the show is not easy.
“There is a responsibility with the subject matter,”
Carriere said. “There are some very intense moments in
the play. Also, there are some people who are playing

things and attitudes and ideas that are probably different
than what they think as an individual.”
As a show emboding an event that occurred within the
lifetimes of current MSUM students, both Johnson and
Carriere believe that seeing “The Laramie Project” will
prove beneficial for all.
This powerful and important piece of theatre will open
at the Gaege Stage on Oct. 2.

ALECS PETERS • petersal@mnstate.edu

Kayla Burchatz and Billy Schnase work on lines along fellow cast members during rehearsal for “The Laramie Project.”

Award-winning Frederickson wins publishing award
artist discusses for Peace Corps-inspired work
art and classic
literature

After almost 20 years of submitting his manuscript multiple
times a year to various presses, revising and editing his
collection of poems and receiving helpful advice and critiques
of his work, he has won.
Frederickson is the winner of the 2013 Idaho Prize for
Poetry, in which he received $1,000 and his first full-length
collection of poetry, “The Gold Shop of Ba-’Ali,” published by
the independent literary publisher Lost Horse Press.
The co-founder of Copper Canyon Press and poet himself,
Sam Hamill, was the final judge for the contest, and he found
treasures within Frederickson’s collection of poetry.
“The Gold Shop of Ba-’Ali delivers us into an Arabic world
stripped of exoticism. A world made palpable by mundane
reality. An ordinary world made luminous by the vision and
speech of a genuinely gifted poet,” Hamill said, according to
the Lost Horse Press website.
2013 has proven to be a welcoming year for Frederickson,
who also received a $5,000 writing fellowship from Lake
Region Arts Council based in Fergus Falls and the McKnight
Foundation in Minneapolis.
This money is used to support him in his work to create more
books of poetry, and get them ready for publication.
“It’s hard to keep up with creative work while doing teaching
duties...hard to find extra time,” Frederickson said. “I think I’ll
still be working on that the rest of my career: getting better at
it and faster. I look at a word and can’t help but take my time
with it.”

BYJESSICA JASPERSON
jaspersoje@mnstate.edu

BY ELLEN ROSSOW
rossowel@mnstate.edu

Award-winning artist and MSUM alumnus TL Solien
gave art students insight into his newest project on
Thursday, as the first speaker in this year’s colloquium
series. This project, a series of mixed media images
based on Herman Melville’s “Moby Dick,” opened at
the Plain’s Art Museum in Fargo on Saturday.
Solien obtained the idea for his classic literature
inspired work after reading “Moby Dick” for the first
time, having been afraid to read it for the majority
of his life. He claimed that people feel bad about
not reading what is considered globally classical
literature, so he finally confronted it. When he did, he
was enamored with the novel.
“It was a transformable experience,” Solien said.
Solien’s love of the literature inspired him to shy
away from autobiographical work, which had become
a norm for him. He began work on exploring images
and themes from Melville’s novel.
While his project is directly based on the novel,
“Moby Dick,” Solien shared with students his plethora
of other inspirations for his series, from motorcycles
and antique baby carriages, to his own mother’s
artwork. His love of illustrations from the 1920s, as
well as his interest in historical artworks were also
inspirations he shared with students. Solien discussed
the use of these inspirations to “find the state of mind
of the characters and the time period and settings.”
Solien also discussed with students the variety of
media that can be seen in his series including paintings,
drawings, collages and sculpture.
Solien’s exhibition titled “Toward the Setting Sun,”
will be displayed at the Plain’s Art Museum until Jan.
12, 2014.

In 1989, Yahya Frederickson joined the Peace Corps seeking
adventure, and after 17 years since returning to the states, his
collection of poetry “The Gold Shop of Ba-’Ali” is a treasure
now able to be shared with many.
The MSUM English professor’s passion for creative writing
fueled him to begin writing poetry about Yemen, the location
he was assigned while in the Peace Corps. He found himself
transforming his poetry from being in the tourist role to being
a part of the culture.
“I’m becoming part of peoples’ lives and they’re a part of
mine,” Frederickson said about his thoughts during the writing
process. “Even though their culture is so different, I’m seeing
humanity under those veils and behind those daggers. My
poems were really getting to a deeper level.”
After returning from Yemen in 1996, Frederickson knew he
had to continue his education because of his love for learning.
He attended the University of North Dakota and received his
doctorate in English.
A large part of the collection was used in his dissertation,
and he finds himself creating poetry about Yemen to this
day.
“It’s almost 20 years ago,” Frederickson said. “I’m still going
back to that motherload to mine interesting, I
think, things that are still striking until this day.
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MSUM delivers ‘power packed’ Homecoming week
BY ALISON SMITH
smithal@mnstate.edu

As a college student with
numerous stressors, it may be
difficult to see the larger picture
sometimes. Everyone knows
there is a life after college, but
what exactly does that life entail?
MSUM
President
Edna
Szymanski, looks back to her
undergraduate education and
admits to having no idea what
an impact it would make on
her life. Szymanski remembers
appreciating the humanity of the
faculty in helping her through
“gigantic, scary assignments”.
“I met my husband in
college; that wasn’t too shabby
either,” she said. “And we’ve
been together now for over 40
years.”
With the multitude of
Homecoming activities this
week,
Szymanski
hopes
students take time to reflect
on the past of MSUM, as well
as how MSUM might impact
one’s future.
“It’s an opportunity to
celebrate who we are as an
institution, who we’ve been
and how we’re all connected
together, both current students
and past alumni,” Szymanski
said.

Because this year marks
MSUM’s 125th anniversary,
this Homecoming is “really
power packed.”
“This is the most I’ve
ever seen happening at
Homecoming,”
Szymanski
said. “There’s something for
everyone.”
This year includes multiple
alumni lectures and question
and answer panels where
individuals have a chance
to hear exactly how MSUM
helped shape some alumni’s
lives. They can also receive
feedback on those burning
questions pertaining to what
life after college really means.
“I think it’s important
for students to see that the
experiences of today are
huge sometimes in shaping
tomorrow,” Szymanski said.
There will be plenty of time
to let loose and have fun as
well, with activities like the
burning of the “M,” Color
Me Rad and tailgating before
the Dragon football game on
Saturday afternoon.
With something for everyone,
this
homecoming
won’t
disappoint. Be sure to check
out the following Homecoming
calendar and take part in the
festivities.

Allison Armstrong
Major: Elementary inclusive education
licensures in emotional/behavioral
disorders and specific learning disabilities
Minor: Spanish
Nominated by: Delta Zeta

Lindsay Eide
Major: Elementary inclusive
education
Minor: Literacy and language
development
Nominated by: Dragon Ambassadors

Jacob Skeie
Major: Accounting
Nominated by: PRSSA

Homecoming Week Schedule
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Tuesday

Hypnotist
Frederick
Winters, 7:30 p.m.,
Hansen Theatre
Battleship and pool
party,
8:30
p.m.,
Nemzek

•

•

Wednesday

Ice cream social, noon
to 3 p.m., Campus Mall
Coach Herman Boone,
“Remember the Titans,”
7:30
p.m.,
Hansen
Theatre

Thursday

Distinguished
alumni
lecture – Smogard ‘72,
11 a.m., Science Lab
118
Chili feed competition,
noon to 3 p.m., Campus
Mall
Distinguished
alumni
lecture – Bob Mikkelson
‘72, 3 p.m., Center for
Arts 150
Johnny Holm Band, 8 11 p.m., CMU Ballroom

Friday

Distinguished

alumni

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

lecture – Emily Beck
‘06, 10 a.m., Weld 106
Distinguished
alumni
lecture – Dr. Christina
Broadwell ‘00, noon,
Science Lab 104
Presidents’ panel with
John Neumaier, Roland
Dille, Roland Barden
and Edna Szymanski, 1
p.m., Hansen Theatre
Campus
tours
with
Dragon
Ambassadors
following panel
Academic
showcase/
open
house/reunions,
2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Distinguished
alumni
Q&A - Evelyn Quigley,
3 p.m., Lommen 108
Student Senate Reunion,
4 p.m., CMU 205
2nd annual Mathematics
Department alumni and
faculty gathering, 4:30
- 6:30 p.m., Speak Easy
Restaurant and Lounge
PowderPuff football and
PowderBuff volleyball,
6 p.m., intramural fields
Distinguished
alumni
celebration, 5:30 p.m.,
Courtyard by Marriott

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Distinguished
alumni
Q&A - Bob Bowlsby,
8 p.m., Courtyard by
Marriott
Gamma
Phi
Beta
Sorority Open House, 7
- 8:30 p.m.
Delta Zeta Sorority 50th
anniversary celebration
through Saturday
Coronation, burning of
the “M” and fireworks,
9 p.m., Nemzek
S’mores,
following
fireworks,
Holmquist
Slab

Saturday

1960’s reunion breakfast,
8:30 a.m., CMU Ballroom
Parade, 11 a.m., circles
campus
Dragon football reunion
and athletic alumni social,
6 p.m., JC Chumley’s
Formal dance, 9 p.m. - 1
a.m., CMU Ballroom tentative

Sunday

Club Sports
Extravaganza, 11 a.m. 2 p.m.

Homecoming Court Nominees

Amanda Olson
Major: Art education
Minor: studio art
Nominated by: Housing and
Residential Life

Noor Alomran
Major: Mass communications,
broadcast journalism emphasis
Minor: Public relations and advertising
Nominated by: International Student
Office

Kyle Schulte
Major: Business administration
Nominated by: Nemzek Noize

Holly Hoeschen
Major: Sociology
Nominated by: Dragon Entertainment
Group

Aries Serrano
Major: Mass communications,
broadcast journalism emphasis
Nominated by: Homecoming
Committee

Logan Schrader
Major: Mass communications, integrated
advertising and public relations emphasis
Nominated by: National Residence Hall
Honorary

Kelly Falk
Major: Mass communications, public
relations emphasis
Minor: Marketing
Nominated by: PRSSA

Brian Ashburn
Major: Mass communications, broadcast
journalism emphasis
Minor: Film production
Nominated by: Dragon Ambassadors

Wes Kramer
Major: Exercise science
Minor: Health and medical science;
strength and conditioning
Nominated by: Dragon Entertainment
Group
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India Palace
earns high marks
WILL RICHARDSON
richardswi@mnstate.edu

Features

‘Take Back the Night’

among them. Although all of these
have different prices, the main
courses averaged around $12 each,
which isn’t a bad price. When
you’re a student having to budget,
this is considered a once-in-awhile treat, although students do
get 10 percent off the total price,
which is a bonus.
The food was truly irresistible. I
really couldn’t fault it. My personal
favorite was the vindalu with fish,
as it tasted so much better than
the curries I eat back in England.
None of us had a bad word to say
about the food. It was great. You
could tell all the meat and the fish
in the curries was of good quality.
Not to mention how brilliant the
customer service was, our glasses
were constantly being filled up
with water, the friendly staff
always made sure we were happy,
offering us more rice and asking if
we needed any more spices.
We all left feeling more than
satisfied. I would definitely take a
trip to India Palace again. It made
a nice change compared to having
Kise for another dinner. Fantastic
food, perfect place, superb staff; I
would give India Palace an 8.5 out
of 10.

As an exchange student from
England, I was kindly asked to
review a new Indian restaurant
in Fargo. That first sentence may
sound confusing, and I am not
usually one to stereotype, but
British people love Indian food.
We eat it all the time and can’t get
enough of the stuff.
The restaurant is called India
Palace and is situated on 13th
Avenue South in Fargo. The smell
of the food hit us instantly as we
walked in, and the interior decor
lived up to the restaurants name,
as it was very pleasant and calm.
We got to our table and the first
thing the three of us noticed was
that everything was spotless. We
BEN GUMERINGER • gumeringbe@mnstate.edu
ordered our drinks, with my two
Jordan
“Mic
Jordan”
Brien,
a
graphic
communications
senior,
performs
at
the
“Take
Back the Night” event Thursday on
friends ordering a Taj Mahal Beer
campus. The event was held to bring attention to sexual and dating violence prevention.
and a hot Indian tea, whilst I opted
for iced Indian tea. I would have
had a beer, but unfortunately I am
“It’s needed, it’s required. This is the voice addressing a
only 19, so I couldn’t. However, it
was described to me as “good for
problem that society has chosen to be quiet about”
a lager.” I really enjoyed the iced
Indian tea. It was like nothing I
-Seth Meyer, mathematics senior
had ever tried before. If you have
never drank it, I would recommend
trying it, as I was
really surprised by
how much I liked it.
We shared a
mixed
platter,
which cost $9.95.
It was very tasty
indeed. I especially
liked the vegetable
samosa which was
included. Then it
was on to our main
courses, the three of
us shared a chicken
tikka masala (extra
hot), a fish vindalu
(hot) and a lamb
balti (hot), all with
rice. We also had a
mix of naan bread
JARED WINMILL • winmillja@mnstate.edu
and
poppadoms Mixed appetizer platter purchased for $9.95 at India Palace.

N
Late ight

Fans, Friends
and Family
Fiesta!
After a game, just for fun or when you
need to fend off a late night snack attack,
join us after 9 p.m. and enjoy
25% off our entire food menu!
Includes take-out orders placed after 9 p.m. Orders cannot be rung up prior to 9 p.m.
Cannot be used in combination with other coupons, discounts or special offers.

www.paradiso.com
905 South Washington Grand Forks • 801 38th Street South Fargo
1445 South Broadway Minot • 2620 State Street Bismarck • Hwy 281 & I-94 Jamestown

Bring your Birthday Party to Paradiso!

Our gift to you is a FREE MEAL of your
choice on your birthday...Enjoy.
We want to make your birthday very special for you, your friends and family!
ID required. Beverage and dessert extra.

KEEP
CALM
AND

TRI-COLLEGE

ON

If you have enrolled at Concordia College, MSUM
or NDSU you’ve already selected an excellent educational
institution. But Tri-College University can make that decision even better.
Tri-College University isn’t a place. It is a
collaborative agreement that lets you take courses at any
of the three institutions. You simply register at your home
campus for a course not offered at your home campus and
you pay no additional charges.
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Sodexo Dining Services dishes up Dragons serve up wi
Simple Servings at Kise Commons
Simple Servings isn’t the
only change happening in Kise
Commons this semester. Later
Having the choice between
this fall, Sodexo will be offering
French fries, pizza and pop or
more Mindful Meals to students
having a salad, rice and flavored
in Kise Commons.
water are two different ways to
“Mindful Meals focuses on the
approach eating in college. Many
number of calories in each meal,
may choose the pizza because it
but still offers a good meal,” said
is fast and will satisfy the taste
Reyes. “We are going to have
buds, but a new station at Kise
Mindful Meals options at the
Commons is giving students a
Dragon Café, and eventually it
healthier option.
will be campuswide.”
Simple Servings is a station
Mindful Meals has specific
that has food prepared without
criteria that need to be met in
milk, eggs, wheat, soy, shellfish,
order for it to be served.
peanuts, tree nuts and gluten.
“Each plate has to be less than
The station offers simpler meals
or equal to 600 calories, and the
and provides those with gluten
sides and soups have to be less
intolerance a full meal with a
than or equal to 225 calories,” said
protein, vegetable and starch
Wark. “The desserts have to be
option available.
less than or equal to 200 calories
“The station is geared towards
along with all the dishes having
t h o s e
l e s s
students
than 10
with food “It is important that we offer alternatives for those who have dietary percent in
allergies,
saturated
restrictions” - Stacy Wark, Sodexo area marketing manager
but also for
fat and
those who
z e r o
would like
percent in
a healthier option,” said Juan
The Simple Serving station trans fat.”
Reyes, unit marketing coordinator offers foods from grilled chicken
Mindful Meals will have food
at Sodexo.
breasts to grilled vegetables, and identifiers next to them. They
Sodexo is making sure all the there will be more at the station will also have a UPC code that
meals prepared and served in the as the year continues.
can be scanned and put into
Simple Servings area are safe for
While Simple Servings may the MyFitnessPal app that is
all to eat.
have simple choices for students available on both the Apple and
“Special utensils are used in to choose from, Sodexo is giving Google Play stores.
preparing and serving the food. more options to students in
The MyFitnessPal app will
The purple utensils are used only their food selection, rather than keep track of the number of
in the Simple Serving station,” limiting what he or she can eat at calories consumed per day, along
said Stacy Wark, area marketing Kise Commons.
with what you eat each day as
manager at Sodexo. “With only
“It is important that we offer well.
The MSUM Dining Services
Facebook
page
is
where
promotions and information are
available to students. The address
is facebook.com/msumdining.
“It’s about giving students
a good foundation for healthy
eating,” said Wark.
Kise Commons is giving
students the options for a healthy
balanced meal to maintain their
health while in college and
putting them on the right path to
continue after graduation.
“The healthier options are
there,” Wark said, “so they
become second nature to them.”
BY BREANN LENZMEIER
lenzmeiebr@mnstate.edu

what their child was going to eat
if he or she had Celiac disease or
gluten allergies.
“I want parents and students
that come here to know that it is
safe to eat here,” Wark said.
According to the Center for
Celiac Research and Treatment,
gluten
sensitivity
affects
approximately 18 million people
in the United States.
The Simple Serving station
serves 100 to 120 students
per day with more than 1,000
students eating at Kise Commons
throughout the week.
For one MSUM student, the
station gives her a variety of
choices to choose from.
“I’m a vegetarian and I like
(the station) a lot,” said freshman
Erin Hollingsworth. “I like all the
healthy options.”

Photo courtesy of Sodexo Dining Services

The Simple Servings station offers healthy choices for students in Kise Commons.

one or two people serving during
the meal, we are taking all the
steps we need to prevent any
cross contamination between any
different foods a person may have
on his or her plate at the time.”
Wark said that Sodexo saw a
need for this station when parents
came to campus and wondered

alternatives for those who have
dietary restrictions,” said Wark.
Simple Servings is located
between the salad and fruit bars in
Kise Commons and gives students
numerous healthy options for
their meals. Simple Servings is
offered Monday through Friday
at both lunch and dinner.

Photo courtesy of Sodexo Dining Services

Flatbread pizza is a Mindful Meals option for students to choose from.

Simple Servings
Prepares Food Free of:

• Milk
• Eggs
•Wheat
•Soy
•Shellfish
•Peanuts
•Tree nuts
•Gluten

D

ragon Abby Wolpern goes for the kill in the volleyball team’s home opener in Northern
jumped out to a 2-0 set lead before Mary grabbed the third and MSUM finished the ma
two of the leaders in the match for the Dragons. The Dragons bring an 8-2 record into toni

Photo courtesy of Sodexo Dining Services

Pictured is a grilled chicken breast, cilantro basmati rice and sliced carrots.

Do you
even lift
Bro?
Russell & Ann Gerdin

WELLNESSCENTER
MSUMWellness | @MSUM_Wellness
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in in first home game Athletic department honors, brings together

former Dragons during Homecoming festivities
BY BREANN LENZMEIER
lenzmeiebr@mnstate.edu

Carrying on tradition and seeing
old friends are two things that play
significant roles in Homecoming
activities. With many activities
happening across campus this
week, the athletic department is
taking part in a number of them.
“It’s about coming together and
celebrating MSUM,” assistant
athletic director for external
relations Gloria Riopelle said.
The week kicked off with the
first Dragon Dog Fest and pep rally.
Other highlights include the chili
competition and the Color Me Rad
5K.
The athletic department will hold
its annual Dragons Hall of Fame
Banquet on Friday. The banquet
will start at 5:30 p.m. with the
social followed by dinner and the
program starting at 6:30 p.m.
Nine individuals will be honored
along with four former Dragon

teams at the banquet.
The all-football reunion is a part
of Homecoming this year and is
bringing more than 100 former
football players for a weekend of
festivities.
Football doesn’t have the only
reunion. The MSUM swimming
and diving team is hosting a reunion
meet as well.
“We have about 15 to 20 former
swimmers and divers coming back
for the reunion,” 2007 MSUM
graduate and assistant coach Katie
Diiro said. “We are really excited
about it.”
The meet will feature relays,
individual races and diving. The
meet starts at 3 p.m. in the Alex
Nemzek swimming pool.
“It’s fun getting together with old
teammates,” Diiro said.
Saturday events will start early
at 9 a.m. with the Color Me Rad
run and then at 11 a.m. the parade.
Tailgating will start at 11:30
a.m. and following tailgating at

noon the soccer team will take
on Minnesota State UniversityMankato. The football game kicks
off at 2 p.m. with the Dragons
taking on Concordia University, St.
Paul. Both the soccer and football
are Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference games.
Riopelle said a baseball reunion
will also take place during
Homecoming.
“Tailgating is going to be huge,
and we are going to have food
vendors as well,” Riopelle said.
At the football game, there will
be a silent auction, and throughout
Homecoming there is an online
auction with all proceeds going to
athletic scholarships.
The week will wrap up on
Sunday when the soccer team
finishes its homestand. Game time
is 1 p.m. when they play Concordia
University, St. Paul.
“It’s about coming together as a
community and honoring our past,
present and future,” Riopelle said.

My one reason?
BEN GUMERINGER• gumeringbe@mnstate.edu

n Sun Intercollegiate Conference action Saturday against the Univeristy of Mary. MSUM
atch decisively taking the fourth set 25-10. Wolpern and Katie Meyers, also pictured, were
ight’s matchup against Northern State University in NSIC action. The match starts at 7 p.m.

Athletic Department Homecoming events
Saturday
Tuesday
• 9 a.m., Color Me Rad run,
• 7 p.m., volleyball game starts
at Nemzek
vs. Northern State, Nemzek
•
11:30
a.m., tailgating,
Fieldhouse
Nemzek
Friday
• 12 p.m., soccer game vs.
Minnesota
State University• Dragons baseball reunion
Mankato, Soccer field
• Dragons all-football
• 2 p.m., football game vs.
reunion
Concordia University, St.
• 5:30 p.m., Athletics Hall of Paul, Nemzek football field
Fame Banquet, CMU Ballroom • 6 p.m., football reunion,
JC Chumley’s
Sunday
• 1 p.m., soccer vs. Concordia
University, St. Paul, soccer field

To pay for
books and
tuition.
You only need
one reason to
donate plasma.

Find out how becoming a plasma donor can make a
difference for patients and help you earn extra money.

As a new donor, you can earn
up to $175 in just three donations.*
- Return donors earn $75 this week.*
- Refer a friend and receive a $50 buddy bonus.*
*Fee and bonus offers end on 9/30/13

Donate today at:
Talecris Plasma Resources
800 Holiday Drive, Moorhead
Right behind the Starbucks on 8th St

(218) 287-2700
In addition to meeting the donation criteria, you must
provide a valid photo I.D., proof of your current address
and your Social Security or immigration card to donate.
Must be 18 years of age or older to donate.

grifolsplasma.com
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Heels + dress + night clubs = desperate slut

Show your Dragon pride
Homecoming – since the 1800s,
universities around the country have
been celebrating school pride and
history. It is a time when alumni
come back to reminisce on their
college days and see old friends. It’s
a time when current students can
take part and learn about the rich
history their university has to offer.
It is the highlight of the year at many
institutions.
This year, MSUM is celebrating its
125th anniversary. Besides the typical
Homecoming festivities like the chili
feed, ice cream social and the burning
of the “M,” there are a multitude of
reunions and distinguished alumni
returning to campus to give lectures
and attend receptions.
The Advocate would like to
encourage students to check out the
events planned this week.
Take this opportunity to get to
know returning alumni or to learn
something new about the university.
This is the one of the best times
of your life to build friends and
connections.
Go Dragons!
The opinions expressed in The
Advocate are not necessarily those of
the college administration, faculty or
student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to
the editor and any submissions. They
should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or
occupation and any affliations. Letters
are due by 5 p.m. Friday and can be
sent to MSUM Box 130, dropped off
in The Advocate office or emailed to
advocate@mnstate.edu.

BECKI DEGEEST
degeestre@mnstate.edu

The other day in one of my
classes, we had to discuss things
we never do and why.
I wasn’t really sure what to say,
because it could be anything
as simple as why I never curl
my hair to why I never go
skydiving.
Eventually, I decided on
something, which was, “Why
I never wear sweatpants.”
I said this because they
don’t look good on me; they
make me feel lazy; I like to dress
up more and they don’t make me
feel confident. The list goes on
based on those four things.
We got paired with someone to
tell these reasons to and explain
why. I shared my reasons with the
girl, and then she went on to share
hers. Hers were, “Reasons why I

never wear heels.”
I thought to myself, “Okay yeah,
I can understand why girls wouldn’t
wanna wear heels. They’re not
good for your feet; they hurt; they
aren’t easy to walk in, etc.” but this
was not her reasoning.
Her reasoning was that girls walk
funny in them; there are no clubs
in Fargo-Moorhead, so there is no
point in dressing up; she doesn’t
have money for that kind of stuff
and last, but not least, they make
girls look slutty, and she’s not
desperate.
When she said those things, I
was hurt and was thinking it was a
good thing I didn’t wear my heels
that day.
I didn’t say anything when she
said this; however, mainly because

A lot of men and women say that
it depends what the girl is wearing
with the heels… okay right, well
then it’s not the shoe then, huh?
Duh!
I do believe it is true that heels
do make a woman look more
attractive, or maybe more desirable,
but I definitely don’t believe that
women look desperate by trying
to look attractive: a.k.a. wearing
heels.
I’ve been dating my boyfriend for
three years now, and I like dressing
up on a daily basis for him, but
mainly I dress up for myself. I like
looking in the mirror and thinking,
“wow, I look good today,” and
there is nothing wrong with that.
I’m not saying I dress amazing
every day, because I don’t, but I do
like to dress up,
and occasionally
I wear heels.
I’m sure this
girl wasn’t trying
to offend me or
anyone, and who
knows - maybe
she will see this.
People (men and women) really
need to be more considerate, and
think about the other person.
It is absolutely fine if you do
not want to dress up or if you like
wearing sweatpants. I’m not going
to judge you, but simply wearing a
shoe is not going to make you a slut
or desperate.

“People (men and women) really
need to be more considerate and
think about the other person.”
I was boiling with anger. Then, I
went back to my room and thought
about it some more.
I thought, “Do people really think
heels make a girl look desperate or
slutty?”
So, of course, I Googled “Do girls
who wear heels look slutty?” And I
was shocked by some answers.

Why I love my beard

BRIAN PECK
peckbr@mnstate.edu

I have been growing all the hair
on my head and face for the greater
part of a year.
There have been many ups and
downs throughout the process.
My family, friends and coworkers
have, at some point, looked down
upon me.
“Are you going to
shave anytime soon?”
“You look homeless,”
“Doesn’t it itch?” are
all questions thrown my
way.
My response is usually along
the lines of, “No, I’m not going
to shave it,” “I’m not homeless,”
and “No, it does not itch.” I also
explain to these people that this
is the prime time to grow out my
hair.
In just a few short years, I will
be completely bald, and it will
be unacceptable to have a large,
untrimmed beard when I start a
career. NOW IS THE TIME!

People tell me it would be
hard to get a job looking the way
I do. I did not let these words of
discouragement get me down.
In fact, my hair has added to my
personality as a DJ for weddings,
school dances and company
parties. I can’t tell you how many
times a guest has come up to me
and explained how much they love
my beard and hair.
I also am very memorable to the
people that attend. If they do not
remember my name, they will refer
to me as “the guy with the really
long hair and awesome beard.”
I have recently adopted the DJ
name of Samurai Peck.
I got this nickname when I first
discovered I could put my hair in a
ponytail... well, most of it.
For a period of two months, the
front and sides of my hair were
not quite long enough to put tied
up, so I would have a tuft of hair

Beards, especially big ones,
prove to be a perfect conversation
piece in any social setting. I, one
time, had a conversation for nearly
30 minutes about my beard and
beards in general.
A lot of women love it when
a man can rock a beard. A lot of
men are envious of my beard. Unbearded men feel substantially
inadequate
when
surrounded
by other men with beards. I am
sincerely sorry for creating this
insecurity in those who cannot
successfully grow a beard.
My beard can be a source of
peace and tranquility. Sometimes
I find myself running my fingers
through it. When I really feel like
treating myself, I grab a comb and
groom my beard up to an hour at
a time.
The beard also doubles as a
hand magnet, such that people
just want to touch it or run their
fingers through it.
Why humans have
this urge to touch a
beard is beyond me.
I can’t tell you how
many times both
men and women feel the urge to
run their fingers through my facial
hair. Is it really that interesting?
Most of the time it is uninvited
contact, making the situation quite
awkward for all parties involved. I
understand you want to touch this
wonderfully crafted beard.
I speak for all bearded men by
saying we would appreciate if you
would just ask to touch it. It is
common courtesy.

“A lot of women love it when a
man can rock a beard.”

Interested in being a columist? or a cartoonist?
The Advocate wants you!
Contact Jessica at
jaspersoje@mnstate.edu

popping out of my head, which
people said made me look like a
Samurai warrior.
Having long hair, specifically
a beard, keeps me warm in the
cold winter months and keeps
me sweating my butt off in the
summer.
Beards can also act like a sponge.
You might be surprised with the
amount of water a beard can hold,
averaging about one gallon.
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When I agree with women’s studies

JOHN GOERKE
goerkejo@mnstate.edu

Unaccustomed as I am to illness, I
found myself wandering campus last
Friday hunting down professors whose
classes I had been unable to attend as I
lay in my bed, dying.
I don’t mean to be flip, but the
misery of lying in bed with a fever,
had it gone on for a couple more days,
no doubt would have turned me into a
poet, and a bad one at that. But it was
during my wanderings that I stumbled
across a small poster, advertising
“Take Back the Night.”
The international event arose 38
years ago in response to the murder
of Susan Speeth in Philadelphia. The

reason the event has continued since
then, and has grown, is due to the
prevalence of sexual violence in the
world.
One in five college age women in
the U.S. has been raped at some point
in their lifetime.
Statistically, that means there is
a rape victim in almost every class
here at MSUM. I recall my first days
on campus wondering what the red
columns with the blue lights were for.
“Rape stations” is what a friend called
them.
Over the summer, a book came
into my hands, which is of particular
relevance here. “The Social Costs
of Pornography” is a collection
of
academic
papers
by
psychologists,
philosophers
and
lawyers
looking at how
porn has shaped
society in the
21st century.
One piece of the very large puzzle is
put forward by Mary Anne Layden, in
her paper “Pornography and Violence:
A New Look at the Research.”
She argues that porn is responsible
for creating what is called “the rape

myth.” This is a mistaken belief, held
by many and acted on by a few, that
“women are responsible for rape, like
to be raped, want to be raped and
suffer few negative outcomes because
of it.”
In the paper, she tracks how porn
creates “permission giving beliefs”
in the viewer. Most people are visual
learners. The visual medium of most
porn, combined with a sexually
charged atmosphere in which the
viewing usually takes place, combines
to make porn a very effective teacher.
Certain activities displayed in porn
yield huge sexual rewards both for
the actors on screen and the viewing
audience at home, or in their dorm

is thereby being taught that he has
permission to act this way himself.”
It is my proposal that if we are to
take sexual violence against women
seriously, it falls to every male student
here to take a serious look at their porn
use, and ask themselves what kinds of
beliefs they are acquiring.
Further, it falls to the academics in
the social sciences, women’s studies
included, to examine and engage
the growing mountain of research
showing a link between pornography
and the sexual abuse of women.
In the class “Introduction to
Feminism” I took two years ago,
porn was discussed as a sexually
liberating experience, something to be
encouraged as part of a healthy
sex life. That is a belief which
lacks any support in reality.
The fact is that porn is teaching
young men a set of sexual beliefs
which lead to the very violence
abhorred by the women’s studies
department and decent human
beings all across campus.
I assume the only reason “Take
Back the Night” exists is so that one
day “Take Back the Night” won’t be
necessary. Let’s start with the porn
and maybe then our future will have
less sexual violence than our past.

“One in five college age women in the
U.S. has been raped at some point in
their lifetime.”
room.
For example, “a male masturbating
to the images…of sexually aroused
women being beaten, raped or
degraded is learning that the subjects
enjoy and desires this treatment and

Living in an uninformed world

JESSICA JASPERSON
jaspersoje@mnstate.edu

In a couple of my mass
communications classes two weeks
ago, my peers and I were asked to
comment on the happenings in Syria.
Last week, we were asked to
comment on the mass shooting at the
Navy Yard.
During both instances, I sat quietly
at my desk amazed when many of my
peers either decided on “no comment”
or said they didn’t know enough
information to comment.
These repeated situations encouraged
me to question: In a world filled with
technological
advancements
and
information at our fingertips, how
does anyone have an excuse of not
knowing enough information?
Many professors question if students
are too busy or if we flat out don’t care
about the happenings of the world.
There are no straightforward answers
to these concerns; however, one can
guess.

I use technology as a tool to help
follow multiple news sources on
Twitter and use news sources’ Apps on
my phone.
The advancements in technology
are being wasted among my peers
who choose not to use their access
to internet and smartphones to gain
knowledge.
I may be a biased mass
communicatoins
student,
which
makes it feel like my eyes are on a
digital screen 24-7, but not only mass
communication majors should use
technology to stay informed.
I’ll admit, I still do not know enough
about current events in America and
across the world.
Perhaps
s o m e
people
feel
overwhelmed
with
how
m a n y
resources
exist, and they
are not sure the accurate way to learn
information.
It seems these days, news consumers
have to compare and contrasts various
news sources to get multiple sides
of information, because the ratings
(making money) mean more to the
higher-ups than accuracy.
Why go through all the confusion?
We go through the confusion to gain
understanding and to help in the
present and in the future. We may not
gain understanding 100 percent of the
time, but at least we try.
At least we read the online version of
a news site more than once a week or

follow the Washington Post on Twitter.
This is my thought process anyway.
Learning some information is better
than learning no information.
None of my peers straight out
responded they didn’t care, but I
realize how the awkward silence
between the question and the time to
answer can make professors think this
is the situation.
However, some students did voice
they would rather not learn more about
a tragic event, because they go with
the “hear no evil, see no evil, speak no
evil” theology.
I thought I’d heard of everything,
but this is an absurd response for an
absurd comment.

about in U.S. media.
If we don’t learn about them, we
will help no one and injure ourselves
by becoming ignorant to reality.
I don’t know about you, but I do not
want to live in a world where reality is
distorted into a world with no troubles,
no starvation, no homelessness, no
lack of faith, etc.
This may seem like a negative rant
for some, but it’s the truth.
Plenty of people our age or older do
not follow current events.
They go on with their daily lives,
self-absorbed and withdrawn from
society. Students witness this lack of
caring and think it’s okay for us not to
know what’s going on.
First of all, it’s not okay. The lack
of being informed leads to lack of
making decisions and the lack of a
movement.
Second of all, we have advantages
over those our age or older than us
who do not go to a university that
students do not use.
One of the many advantages of
being in a university setting is there
are many resources and opportunities
to learn.
Students should take advantage
of special lectures taking place on
campus, reading The Advocate or the
simple act of starting a conversation
with a friend or stranger about a recent
event.
Getting informed does take work,
but if people are willing to work then
they’re willing to help.
The consequence of not knowing is
not caring, and this ultimately leads to
no progress.

“Many professors question if students
are too busy or if we flat out don’t care
about the happenings of the world.”
The chemical attack in Syria leaving
thousands dead or the too often use
of automatic weapons to kill mass
amounts of people in the U.S. and in
other countries should not be unheard,
unseen or not spoken about.
Ignorance will not solve anything. As
a fellow mass communications major, I
do not know how obliviousness can be
a response to a current event question.
We are supposed to be itching to
become informed and itching to spread
our knowledge.
There are tragedies occurring every
day and all over the world, most of
which aren’t broadcasted or written
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Deficit might lead Students rush Kappa Sigma
to faculty layoffs
BY BRYCE HAUGEN
haugenbr@mnstate.edu

MSUM officials announced a plan
Thursday to offer early retirement
incentives in order to avoid faculty
layoffs.
After
moving
to
what
administrators call a “student success
model,” MSUM has admitted far
fewer underprepared students in
the past few years, which has led
to steadily declining enrollment
– 3.5 percent this year – while
faculty numbers have remained
stable. Along with more expensive
than expected union contracts and
inflation, the shrinking student
body is contributing to this year’s
estimated $2.2 million deficit out of
a $69.3 million budget.
“This is right-sizing,” Szymanski
said at the monthly meeting with
the faculty union Thursday. “Our
hope is to work through a voluntary
reduction process and to do it
strategically.”
For the following fiscal year, 2015,
officials project a $4.9 million deficit.
“We’re going to focus on ’15 and
try to get ahead of the game on ’15,”
said vice president for finance and
administration Jan Mahoney.
Although she expressed optimism
a few weeks ago that MSUM
enrollment will grow by 2 percent
next year, Szymanski said Thursday
the university must budget for
another 3 percent enrollment drop
next year, just in case.
“The demographics are a little
funky,” she said.
Before the early separation
incentive
discussion,
Faculty
Association President Ted Gracyk
said, “I want to be clear to everybody
in the room this will be a long
process over multiple (meetings with
administration).”
Here’s the timeline, according
to the “Deficit Reduction Plan
Handout,” distributed to faculty
union members Thursday:
• Oct. 18: Early separation
incentive notices will be sent to
faculty and staff. Those over 55 with
at least five years experience qualify
for this type of incentive. Only a
limited number will be offered, but
at least one for each department. If
more people are interested in the
offers than offers available in the
department, the recipient will be
determined by game of chance (a
coin flip, for example).
• Nov. 12: Administrators
and faculty will complete the
process of identifying potential
program reductions, closures or
consolidations.
• Nov. 14: Mahoney will

calculate the impact of the early
separation incentives and identify
the remaining deficit. The president
and administrators will decide where
further reduction will be made and,
if necessary, choose the programs
where layoffs will be considered.
• Dec. 5: Faculty Association
again meets with administrators. If
layoffs are deemed necessary, notices
would be issued by early January.
Before terminating any probationary
or tenured faculty, the administration
is obligated to target fixed term and
adjunct faculty.
There are two reasons, Szymanski
said, for trying to finish this process
by January: It would allow faculty
who won’t be returning to have three
semesters to find new jobs, and it
would prevent negative media buzz
from spilling into the spring when
many high school seniors choose
colleges.
“We don’t want to create additional
negative impact on enrollment,” she
said.
The policy that allows for this
special type of early separation
incentive expires next June.
“This won’t be a tool that can be
used in the future,” Szymanski said.
“We thought we would take one last
run at it.”
Administrators stressed that
layoffs are a last resort. They’ve
already implemented a hiring pause
for most campus positions.
Throughout the meeting, Gracyk
tried to make sure his members
understood the situation.
“At this point, the president isn’t
saying there will be layoffs,” Gracyk
said.
Rather, he said, faculty will
know by mid-November whether
administrators think they are
necessary. At that point, “a fairly
complicated” process begins, during
which union leaders look at the
evidence to see if the administration
has sufficiently proven a financial
need for the so-called “retrenchment,”
Gracyk said.
The goal, leaders from both sides
said, is to finish this process before
winter break.
Although MSUM leaders met
with other campus unions in separate
meetings Thursday, discussion
about potential layoffs was limited,
said university spokesman David
Wahlberg.
The number of those employees
is less linked to number of students,
whereas “declining enrollment
naturally leads to a decrease in
faculty members,” he said.
“It really has to start at the faculty
level. The conversation as it relates to
other bargaining units is limited.”

U
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ndeclared sophomore Adam “Grizzly” Lang plays croquet Wednesday as a part of the Kappa Sigma fraternity’s first
rush week ever. MSUM’s only fraternity, which was chartered last year, held events throughout last week.

MENTOR PROGRAM, FROM FRONT
was aimed at underclassmen struggling to choose a career
path. The new program followed the same foundation, but
will feature upperclassmen preparing to take the next big
step.
“Our focus is going to be very definitely on transitions
out of college into the workforce,” Pettinger said. “So we
know we are going to utilize upperclassmen, whether its
juniors or seniors is yet to be fully defined.”
To create the matches between mentor and mentee,
Pettinger had participants complete profiles that asked
mentors questions such as job title, how long they have been
in the position and what they did for fun in college on the
sider. They asked students questions such as what they are

studying, what they are involved in on campus and where
they see themselves career wise.
“I match them up best as possible, based on similar
interests,” Pettinger said.
The program is expected to feature 25 to 50 students per
term once in full swing. Those students involved will be
majoring in business administration, accounting, finance or
international business.
“School is really hard, and it’s scary to take that next
step,” Pettinger said. “So this (mentor) is someone to walk
along side of a little bit.”
For more information on the Executive Mentorship
Program, contact Pettinger at pettinger@mnstate.edu.

Four Presidents Together
Moorhead State College to Minnesota State University Moorhead
Join us for a celebratory look at MSU Moorhead’s history through the eyes
of the four presidents who led our great university from 1958 through today.

Friday, September 27, 2013 • 1 to 2:30 p.m.
Roland Dille Center for the Arts
Minnesota State University Moorhead
Admission is free; park in lot G1.
Featuring our distinguished presidents who will share the history of
MSUM from their unique perspectives.
John Neumaier (1958-1968)
Roland Dille (1968-1994)

Roland Barden (1994-2008)
Edna Szymanski (2008-present)

This special event is being held in conjunction with Minnesota State University
Moorhead’s 125th Anniversary celebration.
Streaming live, check the mnstate.edu website as date nears.

mnstate.edu/125th
BEN GUMERINGER • gumeringbe@mnstate.edu

Chemistry professor Jeffrey Bodwin poses a question Thursday at the faculty
union meeting with MSUM administrators.

Minnesota State University Moorhead is an equal
opportunity educator and employer and is a member of the
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities system.
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Biology prof discusses fish predator research
BY MARIE VEILLETTE
veillettma@mnstate.edu

This
year’s
Dille
distinguished faculty lecture
was both informative and
thought provoking. Marking
the 17th anniversary of the
event, biosciences professor
Brian
Wisenden
gave
a
talk entitled “Cichlids and
Minnows and Worms. Oh My!
The Behavioral Ecology of
Predator Avoidance.”
Wisenden has taught at MSUM
since 1998 after earning degrees
from multiple universities in
Canada. He currently has 80
publications, along with 10
individual book chapters and one
entire book.
The lecture was based on
research Wisenden and a group
of undergraduate students from
both MSUM and the University
of Minnesota conducted from
three sites across the globe: Rio
Cabuyo, Costa Rica; Laguna de
Xiloa, Nicaragua; and Itasca State
Park in Minnesota.
Starting off the lecture,
Wisenden said, “I’m going to begin
by showing you where my passion
began.” He then played a video of
cichlids, a perch-like fish found in
Costa Rica, Nicaragua and other
tropical places. Unlike most fish,
cichlids continue to care for their
young after they have hatched.
Wisenden explained his objective
in studying the fish, saying that he
was interested in both the parent’s
and offspring’s natural predator
avoidance techniques.
He and a group of students
observed how the cichlids in Costa
Rica defended their young. They
looked at the distance the young
cichlids were willing to swim
away from their parents in relation
to their body length. Wisenden

and the students also examined
111 skeletal elements of the young
fish, paying close attention to
when each bone calcified.
From there the group of
researchers went to Nicaragua to
compare their findings to other
cichlids in a different part of the
world. Specifically, they wanted
to know if there was a correlation
between the time bones calcify and
the distance the young would stray
from the parents. After conducting
the same tests, the results were
slightly different.
Because predators are much
more intense in Nicaragua
compared
to
Costa
Rica,
Wisenden and his team discovered
that Nicaraguan cichlids swam
much closer to their parents and
were later in developing calcified
bones as compared to Costa
Rican cichlids of the same length.
From these findings, the team of
researchers determined the young
fish were using their energy to
grow, rather than convert their
bones from cartilage to calcium.
Since a larger size gives them more
advantage to escape a predator
attack than developed bones, the
results made sense.
The study did not end there.
Looking at minnows from
Itasca State Park, Wisenden
and the students still had some
unanswered questions about
predator avoidance.
The researchers conducted
many tests using chemical alarm
cues, such as skin extract, to test
recognition of predators. Much
like the famous Pavlov’s dog
study, Wisenden said, “We can
teach them to be afraid of anything
by giving them a neutral stimulus
with alarm cues. They associate
fear with that new thing.”
That new thing for Wisenden’s
team was anything from a black

MARIE VEILLETTE • veillettma@mnstate.edu

Biology professor Brian Wisenden talks about predator avoidance Wednesday in the Science Lab Building.

disk to a tube. Not only did they
introduce an alarm cue such
as smell, but they also used
movement or stillness of an object
as well. Similar tests were done to
walleye and even embryos. The
ability to train any fish, at any
stage of its life, to be afraid of
predators is not only intriguing, it
could also be useful. Teaching a
species of fish that is endangered
to avoid predators and thus live
longer to have more young would
be a solution to saving fish from
possible extinction.
Along with predators, Wisenden
and his students conducted similar
tests to see if fish could be trained
to avoid a parasite infestation.
The results showed they could be
taught to avoid them just the same
as predators.
The last, and perhaps most
fascinating, question Wisenden

®

addressed was whether fish have
personalities and if that could be
a factor in the response to alarm
cues.
The group set traps, some
containing a sponge soaked in an
alarm cue smell and others soaked
in water. While the trap soaked in
water held many more fish, the
one containing the alarm cue had
captured a few. When tested a
second time, the same fish again
swam into the dangerous smelling
trap rather than the safe one.
Wisenden wanted to know if it
were possible that fish could have
a bold or meek personality.
That question lead to the
invention of the first fish
personality test: a series of large
and small tubes, both bent and
straight. The test results showed
the same fish who had swam into
the dangerous trap were the ones

who also went through every tube,
regardless of size or shape.
Taking the hypothesis one step
further, the team of researchers
bred and tested the offspring
of the fish. They found the
father’s personality type made
no difference in the personality
of the young. The mother was
the determining factor. The type
of eggs a bold female makes
compared to a meek female
are different, yielding different
offspring.
With that final revelation,
Wisenden ended his lecture
saying, “Science is a verb; it is a
method. You have to do science.”
Then, Michelle Malott, dean
of the College of Science, Health
and the Environment and MSUM
provost Ann Blackhurst presented
Wisenden with an honorarium and
commemorative clock.

That all-nighter might cost you,
but at least your checking won’t.
U.S. Bank Student Checking offers:
- No monthly maintenance fee and no minimum balance1

Named “Best Student Checking”
by MONEY® Magazine, October 2012

- Free ATM transactions at 5,000+ U.S. Bank ATMs and
3,000+ branch locations in 25 states
- 4 free non-U.S. Bank ATM transactions per statement cycle2
- Free Online and Mobile Banking3
- Free email and text alerts to notify of payment reminders, low balance,
deposits made3
- Free online statements4
- Free first order of U.S. Bank logo checks
Visit the U.S. Bank branch located at 403 Center Ave.
or 1815 S. University Dr. to open an account today.

Checking

Savings

Online & Mobile Banking

Financial Education

branch

usbank.com/student

800.771.BANK (2265)

From MONEY Magazine, October 2012 ©2012 Time Inc. MONEY is a registered trademark of Time Inc. and is used under license. MONEY and Time Inc. are not
affiliated with, and do not endorse products or services of U.S. Bank.
1. All regular account opening procedures apply. $25 minimum deposit required to open an account. 2. A surcharge fee will be applied by the ATM owner, unless
they are participating in the MoneyPass® network. 3. You may be charged access fees by your carrier, dependent upon your personal plan. Web access is needed
to use Mobile Banking. Check with your carrier for details on specific fees and charges. 4. Optional paper statements available, for a fee. Deposit products offered
by U.S. Bank National Association. Member FDIC.
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Grad school fair prepares students for next step
Forty-four
graduate
and
professional schools attended the
fair and met with 139 students
The Career Development Center
exploring continuing on to a
hosted a graduate school fair last
graduate program. Buchanan’s
Wednesday, as a part of events
goal was to have 150 students
all week aimed to help prepare
attend and said she was happy with
students who plan on applying to
the turnout.
grad school.
“We got a lot of good feedback,
From researching graduate
the event was very successful,”
schools to taking entrance exams
Buchanan said. “For it being the
and starting the application process,
first event I have planned, it was
Monday’s event, “How to apply
awesome.”
to graduate school” answered
Buchanan says next year the
questions and gave students
event will be held at NDSU for
insight into the rigorous and often
those interested in attending and
competitive application process.
will continue the rotation through
Tuesday’s workshop, titled “Life
the tri-college system in years to
as a graduate student,” detailed the
come.
changes a new graduate school
If students are interested in
student will encounter at classes
graduate school but missed last
and in their
week’s events,
career.
“There are some big differences between graduate and they can visit
J e n n i f e r undergraduate school” - Jennifer Buchanan, counseling the
Career
Buchanan,
Development
and student affairs graduate student
a
graduate
Center and
school student
speak with
in counseling and student affairs held at Concordia, but prior to that staff who will help with resumes,
gave some insight into life as a the fair rotated between Concordia, cover
letters,
applications,
graduate student.
NDSU and MSUM.
internships and job searches. The
BY KAYLA VAN EPS
vanepskay@mnstate.edu

SEARCH, FROM FRONT
composition and its process have
yet to be announced. Brown and
outgoing chief human resources
officer Mark Yuran said at the
meeting they had been instructed to
keep that information confidential.
This prompted English professor
Michael McCord to ask from the
audience, “Is there a reason for that
or does (the chancellor) just want to
keep it a secret?”
Yuran responded: “We can’t speak
as to what frame of mind he was in.”
MnSCU spokesman Doug
Anderson declined to provide a
reason for keeping the information
closely held or release additional
details, but said in an email that
the search committee process is “on
track.”
According the MnSCU policy
on “Appointment of Presidents,”
search “committee members shall
be knowledgeable of the duties and
responsibilities of the position to be
filled and broadly representative of
the interests of the administrators,
faculty, staff, students, community
and friends of the institution.” The
policy has been unchanged since
1998, but MSUM officials said they
expect this search to be different
from previous ones because a new
chancellor is in charge.
In the 2008 presidential search,
the committee’s activities were quite
secretive, with members prohibited
from talking about who applied and
the meetings closed to the public,
said Ellen Brisch, an MSUM
biology professor who served on
the committee to find a replacement
for former President Roland Barden.
Only when the finalists came to
campus, she said, did the public get
brought into the process.
Brisch said her impression from
the Thursday meeting was MSUM
human resources were told to keep
quiet simply because details had not
yet been finalized.
“I don’t think there’s going to be a
big secret,” she said.

There are some big differences
between
graduate
and
undergraduate school, Buchanan
said. The cost and workload of
graduate school is larger, and
because students have a degree,
they probably are working or
looking for a job in their field.
“There is a lot more reading, two
to three times the amount I had as
an undergrad,” Buchanan said. “I
have class one night a week and an
internship. Papers are longer and
projects bigger. I also work during
the day. It’s a balancing act.”
Buchanan was a key planner
in the biggest event of the week,
the tri-college graduate and
professional school fair, held on
Wednesday. She said that for the
last seven years the event has been

But when it comes to selecting
a search committee, Faculty
Association president Ted Gracyk
said, “I didn’t think it was possible
to keep it a secret.”
Gracyk said he received an email
from Hanson last Tuesday requesting
he, within 24 hours, submit names of
faculty nominees to fill two slots on
the committee.
He said he responded that union
policy requires he follow a process
of seeking volunteers and having
Faculty Senate, which meets Oct. 8,
decide the two members — and that
can’t be done in time for the first
search committee meeting.
“We don’t regard lateness by
MnSCU as an emergency on our
part,” Gracyk said. “We’ll have our
appointees in October.”
And rather than submitting a
list of nominees and allowing the
chancellor to make the final decision,
he said the union will submit “two
names, which are not nominees, but
are our appointees.”
Other campus unions have
already selected nominees, including
MSUAASF (student affairs,
admissions and registrar’s office
employees), MAPE (professional

employees) and AFSCME (clerical,
maintenance and others). So has
Student Senate, said president Kevin
Struxness.
Local AFSCME president Dave
Renecker, the MSUM locksmith,
took issue with the chancellor’s role
in committee selection.
“The part that concerns me is
the chancellor is going to pick who
is on the committee,” he said. “I
wonder how in the world he will
do that? He does not know us and
putting the names in a hat and letting
fate decide who will represent us is
wrong.”
In an email Hanson, the search
committee chairman, defended the
process.
“There is nothing odd about the
process of collecting names for the
committee,” he wrote. “I took a
day to get the letters ready and
then the deadline was upon us ….
the schedule got ahead of me. I am
confident that we will be able to put
together a good committee.
“As you know, we are at the
very beginning of the process, and
we will try to stay as close to the
schedule as we can and still perform
due diligence.”

Visit www.gliks.com to
find your nearest location
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Jennifer Buchanan, graduate student in counseling and student affairs,
organized the Graduate and Professional College Student Fair, which hosted
44 schools from across the country last Wednesday.

Career Development Center holds
daily walk-in resume review hours
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Buchanan said other ways
students can prepare for graduate
school are to research the college

and programs they are interested
in, call and speak to someone in
the department and “really find out
what the program is all about.”
For more information visit the
center website at mnstate.edu/
career.

